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5,000,00020,000
views of 3D content on the Samsonite 
website since the start of the cooperation

customers interact with 3D 
images on the Samsonite website

More thanEvery month

The data for this report was collected using the 
Cappasity.AI tool for 3D analytics. It reproduces how 
customers interact with 3D/360° images, shows the 
interaction duration as well as detects zoom-in points 
and most popular angles.



Cappasity.AI helps marketers get a unique insight into 
their customers’ preferences to improve visual content, 
online assortment and run more effective marketing 
campaigns. 



This report provides 3D product analytics insights from the cooperation between US-based luggage 
manufacturer and retailer Samsonite and 3D technology provider Cappasity. 


For over 100 years, Samsonite has combined notable style with the latest design technology,  attention 
to quality and durability. In order to share comprehensive product information with their online 
customer base, Samsonite selected Cappasity as the only solution capable of providing the highest 
quality of 3D and 360° product imaging on a large scale.


Thanks to this cooperation, visitors of shop.samsonite.com can now interact with 3D images of 
products, zoom-in on essential details, and appreciate the quality of materials.  
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Luggage & Suitcases
We analyzed more than 37,000 real interactions with 3D 
images of luggage and suitcases of varying styles and 
sizes. It was detected that the most attractive details of 
such products are handles, combination locks, and 
zippers. While wheels are believed to be a crucial 
element of a contemporary travel bag, users don’t seem 
to pay much attention to them when shopping online. 


Although backpacks are only the second largest 
category to be 3D-digitized by Samsonite,  people 
showed more interest in interacting with 3D Views of 
backpacks than with those of luggage: 84% vs. 82% of 
visitors who clicked on the 360 icons respectively. 
Samsonite backpacks draw customers’ attention to 
their most functional parts: the back, handles, and 
pockets. 

For the report, we have analyzed bags and briefcases of 
various styles and sizes, including convertible ones. The 
insights collected from almost 10,000 interactions have 
shown that zippers, pockets, and the back of the bag are 
of most interest to online customers. 
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3D Analytics by Product Category
The Samsonite team selected their most popular product categories, such as luggage, backpacks, and 
bags of different sizes and colors, as the first products to be digitized. For this report, we have analyzed 
exactly how customers interact with each type of product online.


Proportion of customers

who interact with product

views after clicking the 

360° button 
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in 32.6% of cases users 
zoom-in on the logo 

in 100% of cases users 
pay attention to the lock

in 15% of cases users 
look at the wheels 

We have also discovered how specific details become an attraction point for online visitors. Notably, if a 
product has a combination lock, customers would definitely zoom-in on this detail. The Samsonite logo 
attracts visitors’ attention in about a third of all cases, while wheels mostly stay off the radar – here is only 
a 15% chance that users would take a closer look at this detail.


Highlighting the details
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